Microsoft Azure
Foundations
Three in-depth days to build your
Microsoft Azure platform

Transparity’s Azure Foundations offering is comprised of three 1-day workshops designed to give organisations the opportunity to learn about how
Azure services can transform the way they operate and modernise their IT infrastructure. We will cover a number of key areas relevant to your
business - including Cloud readiness, hybrid operating models, migration and security - resulting in a fully-built Azure platform onto which you can
migrate your IT systems.

What will the workshops cover?

Pre-workshop:
1-hour introductory call

• Define scope of
engagement

• Identify stakeholders
• Confirm expectations and

•
•
•
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•
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•
•
•
•

Phase 1:
Workshop and discovery
Cloud readiness – discussion of current
infrastructure/applications
Hybrid operating models – key use cases and
benefits of Public Cloud
Review in alignment with Microsoft Cloud
Adoption Framework
How to migrate your environment into the Cloud
Security and standards overview
How Transparity Managed Services can manage
and monitor your infrastructure
How our tools can help you keep on top of cost
control and compliance
Licencing/support options
Agree scope for follow-on 2 days of Azure
Foundations workshops

Phase 2:
Assessment and provisioning
• Azure Readiness Assessment and review in
preparation for implementation
• Provision of Azure subscription and configuration

Phase 3:
Implementation
• Implementation of Azure networking and comms
• Implementation of auditing, governance and
management controls
• Support onboarding and handover

Azure Foundations outcomes
• A better understanding of Azure services and how to migrate your on-premise infrastructure
• An Azure environment built and configured ready for you to build on or migrate your services to
• A support package set up so that as you start to build Azure services, you have Transparity’s inclusive support to assist you on your Cloud journey

Get in touch
Ready to find out how Transparity can help with your Azure strategy? Just email hello@transparity.com or call us on 01202 800000 to book
a complimentary Microsoft Azure workshop.

